Center School PRIDE Rubric
“I Can…..”
Perseverance

Respect

Classroom

Cafeteria

Recess

Hallways

Bus

*Work hard without
giving up
*Try my best
*Finish my work
*Be an active listener –
“Give me Five”
*Follow the “golden
rule”
*Take care of
classroom and supplies

*Use an indoor voice
*Keep my area clean
*Eat my lunch

*Play even if I am
losing
*Work hard to solve
small problems
*Listen to the recess
aides
*Include others in my
games
*Be kind with my words
and actions
*Take care of the
recess equipment
*Be a good role model
*Play fair by finding
out game rules and
following them
*Be a good friend and
team mate to everyone

*Walk in a straight line
facing forward
*Keep my body safe
and calm
*Walk quietly
*Keep hands and feet
to myself

*Stay in my seat
*Use an indoor voice
*Keep my body safe
and calm
*Listen to the bus
driver
*Use an indoor voice
*Stay in my set until
my bus stop

*Walk quietly with a
calm body even when
no one is watching

*Follow bus rules even
when others are not

*Keep cubbies and
hallways neat and clean

*Include everyone in
games at indoor and
outdoor recess
*Think about others
feelings and not just
my own

*Respect other classes
and children who are
working

*Invite others to sit
with me
*Make the best
choices
*Make sure everyone
has a seat
*Help others on my bus
for a safe ride

*Listen to the lunch
aides
*Use an indoor voice
*Keep my area clean
*Say please and thank
you

Integrity

*Do my own work
*Make good choices
*Set a good example

*Follow all Café rules
*Make good choices

Dedication

*Do my personal best

*Talk to and invite
others to my table

Empathy

*Understand that
everyone learns
differently
*Think about how
others feel

*Help others at my
table and in my grade
*Include all my
tablemates in the
conversation

